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Substantial evidence currently exists demonstrating that volu-

the world but remained overlooked, unrecognized, and underesti-

tress syndrome (ARDS) [2,3]. These most serious morbidities and

features of the multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS) that

metric overload (VO) complicates fluid therapy (FT) of shock inducing VO shocks (VOS) [1] that cause the acute respiratory dis-

mortalities affect hundreds of thousand cases every year all over
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Table 1: Shows the manifestations of VOS 1 of the TURP syndrome for comparison with ARDS manifestations induced by

mated. Cerebral and neurological manifestations of both VOS and
ARDS are the commonest and most prevalent among the clinical

represent ARDS (Table 1), presenting mainly with deep coma of the
highest grade.

Fluid therapy (FT) was introduced during WW2. Ever since its

complications have been frequently reported but notably some se-

rious complications have been overlooked. The role of VO in inducing VOS and causing ARDS has remained unrecognized until recent-

ly, first by me and other authors are now catching up. The role of FT
complications in inducing VOS and causing ARDS is hard to detect

because VOS is a shock that complicates another existing shock
being treated and it occurs seamlessly and un-noticed. It took me
40 years to unravel and resolve this dilemma making some new
scientific discoveries in physics, physiology, and medicine [4]. It all

started with the investigation of a condition known in urology as

the transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) syndrome [5] or

acute dilution hyponatraemia. This is induced by large absorption
of 1.5%Glycine irrigating solution used for the TURP surgery and/

or 5% Dextrose infusion during the one-hour TURP surgery. This
sodium-free fluid induces VOS1 that causes ARDS type1. Sodiumbased fluids of crystalloids, colloids, and blood induces VOS2 and

ARDS2. The difference is that VOS1 has a clear serological marker
of hyponatraemia while VOS2 does not have such clear marker.

I attributed these conditions to the faulty rules on FT dictated by

VOS2. SBB1 : Sudden bilateral blindness COC2: Clouding of con-

the wrong Starling’s law that causes many errors and misconcep-

NaCo3, and so is coma and AKI FAM4: Frothing around the mouth

Starling’s law and how it has been corrected based on the hydro-

sciousness PMBCI3: Paralysis mimicking bizarre cerebral infarc-

tions, but is recoverable on instant use of HST of 5%NaCl and/or
APO5: Acute pulmonary oedema RA6: Respiratory arrest CPA7:
Cardiopulmonary arrest ARDS $: Manifests on ICU later AKI9:
Acute kidney injury DGR10: Delayed gut recovery CV Shock*:

Cardiovascular shock of VOS reported here as VOS 1 and VOS2.

Annuria8: That is unresponsive to diuretics but responds to HST
of 5%Ncl and/or 8.4%NaCo3 AKI8: Acute kidney injury Also occurs the excessive bleeding at the surgical site and Leukocytosis
occurred in the absence of sepsis and septic shock.

tions of FT [6] which mislead physicians into giving too much fluid
during shock resuscitation [7]. The research findings on the wrong

dynamic of the porous orifice (G) tube [8,9] and the newly recognized VOS [1] and the new patho-aetiology and therapy of ARDS

were reported [2,3] and are highlight ed here. The errors on cur-

rent FT and its corrections are given [6]. The original clinical studies on VOS causing ARDS [2,3,5] and the physics study that provide

the replacement for the wrong Starling’s law [8,9] were reported

years ago and finalized recently. The precise volumetric overload is
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shown in (Figures 1 and 2) which is statistically significant for the
patho-etiology of VOS and ARDS with (P = 0.0001).

Recently, other authors have reported research in support

of the concept that VO induce VOS and cause ARDS but stopped

short of recognizing both conditions. Professor Hahn extensively
studied volume kinetics in human volunteers and patients [10,11].
He demonstrated that increasing volume cause the morbidities of

MODS. The huge prospective multicenter trials reported 3-10 liters
of retained fluid in surviving ARDS patients with statistically sig-

nificant (p = 0.001) but missed documenting VO in mortality cases
[12,13]. Recent authors’ prospective studies in adults and children
reported the high significance of VO in relation to the morbidity

and mortality of ARDS [14-16]. A brilliant future for the precise
Figure 1: Shows the means and standard deviations of volumetric overload in 10 symptomatic patients presenting with shock
and hyponatraemia among 100 consecutive patients during a

prospective study on transurethral resection of the prostate. The
fluids were of Glycine absorbed (Gly abs), intravenously infused
5% Dextrose (IVI Dext) Total IVI fluids, Total Sodium-free fluid
gained (Na Free Gain) and total fluid gain in liters.

diagnosis and successful therapy for VOS and ARDS has already
started.
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